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Staying Academic during the Pandemic
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Teachers, students and parents utilize technology to communicate with each other during the NYC on Pause executive order.

Yeled v’Yalda Head Start adapts to keep
students learning and to stay engaged with
families amid the coronavirus pandemic
Head Start

Classroom,

hotlines

and

prerecorded

videos. Instructional resources, schedules,

YvY delivers Curriculum and Care packages to Head Start children

Yeled V’Yalda Head Start has transitioned

learn-at-home activity packets as well as

to remote learning for all our Head Start

many community and on-line resources

children, doing our utmost to maintain

are continuously being shared with our

needed services for children and helping

children and families. At some sites, power

parents through this difficult period. The

points were incorporated to the zoom

Teachers have been creative, innovative

classes as well as a weekly roundup family

and resourceful in finding ways to

communicator

encourage and support remote learning

the

and to stay connected with our families.

children are excited

Our teachers are using many platforms for

to join the music and

remote learning including Facebook, Zoom,

movement

Google Hangout, WhatsApp chats, Google

classes.

IN THIS ISSUE: POSITIVE PARENTING

parents.

for
The

virtual

to take it along with us on our RV trip:)

we ‘REACH’ families during COVID 19?

this is so amazing!!!“

That was the beginning of an odyssey
we’ve aptly named, Remote REACH.
The devoted staff of Project REACH
were

well

prepared

to

harness

technology to keep connected, as
we had already instituted a remote
task

management

communication

system called Teamwork back in 2018.
But when the coronavirus prevented
us from servicing families with the
home-based sessions, we turned to
technology again to help us continue
“The second package arrived at

With the ongoing pandemic, YvY
parents cannot attend the YvY Fitness
Center to maintain their Fitness Goals
and wellbeing.

YVY Head Start has

held multiple Yoga Sessions via Zoom
and teleconference for the mothers of

to engage children and families when

our doorstep and we’ve been having

they need it more than ever.

loads of fun since then. All the toys,

Our first step was to join ZOOM and

stencils, arts and crafts and pets;) are so

a telephone hotline service. Weekly

educational and keep the kids gainfully

phone calls and emails became the new

busy. I appreciate all the work put into

routine with children and for parents.

these packages and I’d like to thank

Next, we began offering weekly book

everyone that is involved.”

reading and music recordings on
our

Headstart, enabling them to self-care

Storytime

Hotline.

We

added

‘ZOOMERANG’ twice a week as video

in a guided manner. Opportunity to

recordings for children which included

join in Zoom exercise classes were also

activities, puppet shows, and arts and

made available to Dads.

crafts for children. From there we went

Many parents have expressed their

on to providing interesting lectures and

gratitude for everything YvY staff has

demonstration videos to parents which

done and continues to do to support

we call ZOOMmates, featuring our

them during this time.

program Nurse, Malky Rosin RN and
our social worker, Yocheved Jacobsohn.
Our moms really enjoyed the Makeup
Application Tutorial given by one of
our favorite Home Instructors, Elisheva
Toiv. Many thanks to everyone who
continue to contribute and participate
in all these creative initiatives.
We’ve begun a beautiful Instagram
account Project REACH_YVY which
highlights all our efforts plus brings
original content and activity ideas
for any parent/agency/school in the
community. On our Instagram we have
dreamed up some exciting Contests for
children to join, (building, crafting, etc.)
and they are motivated by our soughtafter prizes at the end of each week.

“Our Miri is loving the package of
activities, and what better way to enjoy

Project REACH

Unfortunately, several of our families
have been dealing with bereavement

watching a caterpillar grow when on a

Back when the Pandemic of 2020 all

or with extended family members who

nature trip? She is taking such good

began, the first question we had to address

were hospitalized in serious condition

care of her caterpillar and is so happy

in Project REACH was simply: How can

due to the pandemic. For those families
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we gave extra TLC and send care
package to cheer up the kids and keep
them occupied with enjoyable learning
activities during the crisis.
Recently, Project REACH sent out a
Mega-Mailing full of printed materials
for children and families to enjoy. There
were valuable articles and tip pages for
parents, teen pages for siblings, and
lots of preschool skills pages for our
little ones. We also joined together with
staff and families in a collaboration to
produce a stunning Photo-Cookbook
which we named Foods & Florals. Kudos
to all the people who worked so hard
to manufacture such a professional
looking work - and rumor has it that the
recipes are really delicious too!
Our plan is to send every family a Boogie
Board electronic sketch pad for children
to enjoy hours of open-ended, messfree educational fun that will take them
through the summer months and beyond.
“I wanted to thank you for the
Zoomerang book readings and craft
activity you prepared, during such
a hectic time. My older son really
enjoyed listening to the books you
read, and both boys were engaged
doing the craft activity you modeled,
and required almost no help ( see
attached picture). Today they watched
the sand animation video, and we were
all amazed! (We didn’t get to enjoy the
stories yet from the hotline, but it’s still
on the list.) You are so creative and
talented; may you continue to inspire
and engage others with your creativity
through the amazing work you do!”

Early Head Start
How has YVY We Care Early Head
Start been servicing families during
this difficult time?

“Thank

you,

thank

you

for

assisting us during such a difficult
period and hectic time by engaging
our children and no doubt many
other Project Reach families too!”
“I just watched the Zoomerang and
I’m nuts over it!!! I’m sure the kids
will enjoy it, cuz I did.... Can’t wait to
see what else you come up with...!”

“I just watched this new Zoomerang
and I absolutely loved it!! Guess what...
not only the kids, but even the teachers
are excited with it (I am, for one:)).
Keep em coming....”

Parents are contacted weekly by
phone by all Home Visitors and by
the Expectant Moms Coordinator. In
addition, The EMP mothers received
mailings of information that is specific
to their needs, i.e. according to their
stage of pregnancy or, if post-partum,
according the age of their baby. These
include age-appropriate activities that
can be done between the Mother and
the baby. Handouts from the Partners
for Healthy baby and Learning games
are included in the mailings.
The Home visitors and Teachers
are also keeping in touch by phone
and preparing
packets of helpful
information and activities for the child,
in addition to sending out the regular
monthly mailing with pertinent info
on covid-19 for the parents which
is always very appreciated. The first
packet was sent out before Pesach. The
second mailing was themed around the
book The Very Hungry Caterpillar and
included a Reading Guide for parents;
caterpillar lacing cards; list of related
activities; and a butterfly art set.
The
third
mailing
included
a
personalized book for each child which
was modeled after Brown Bear, Brown
Bear, What Do You See? The Yiddish
book featured pictures of the children
in the classroom and the teachers. This

“Thanks so much for all the
useful resources! I appreciate it.
Morah Elisheva did a zoom session
with Mordechai today! It was well
enjoyed by him (and the others!)”
We

look

forward

with

great

anticipation to the day when we can
service children and families in their
homes once again, but until then,
we send everyone our best wishes,
as we sign off on our emails:
To all our Project REACHers - Keep
smiling, keep healthy, and keep in touch!
YELED V’YALDA EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER
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YELED V’YALDA
EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER, INC.

1312 38TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11218
WWW.YELED.ORG
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
JACOB UNGAR
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
SOLOMON IGEL
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DIRECTOR, HUMAN RESOURCES
GITTY LICHTENSTEIN, MSED

mailing packets and to brainstorm for
more ideas. Of course, we maintained
all safety measures, i.e. wearing gloves
and masks; keeping a distance of at
least 6 ft; hand washing, etc.
We are hoping that this crisis will pass
soon, and that the community will
heal from the devastation.

We are

looking forward to being able to reopen
our doors and welcome back all our
families.
Hindy Halberstam,
WE CARE EHS Director
Blimy loves to hear the morning
songs on the phone. It makes her feel
so special. She especially loved the
creatively crafted book personalized
with herself in it. I will send you an
email with a picture of her enjoying.
Best Regards, S.S.

DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL
HENNY KOHN

Thanks for the teacher’s recording,
it’s really helpful, Blimi loves it! She was
excited to get the stickers and decorated
the butterfly and the caterpillar. Extra
thanks for the educational guidance,
really helps her grow! (pic)
We picked up the cutest package for
C. Sury today!! We really enjoyed it!
Adorable...

DIRECTOR OF COMPLIANCE AND LEGAL AFFAIRS
RUTH AKERMAN, ESQ.

Hi We were inspired by the little book
to order some caterpillars and the first
butterfly just hatched!! The kids were
flabbergasted!! Thanks loads

WIC COORDINATOR
NECHAMA STOLZENBERG, MPA
DIRECTOR, NY STATE OF HEALTH OFFICIAL HEALTH PLAN
MARKET PLACE AND HEALTHY FAMILIES
MICHELLE GRUBER, LMSW
DIRECTOR OF NUTRITION SERVICES
DINA LIPKIND, MS, RD, CDN
DIRECTOR, MENTAL HEALTH
ALYSSA ALEXANDER, LCSW
DIRECTOR, POLICY AND RESEARCH FOR EDUCATION
ISABELLE BARRIERE, PHD
PROGRAM COORDINATOR, EHS
DEVORA BARNETT, MAED
HEALTH COORDINATOR
JANIE FRIEDMAN, RN
DIRECTOR OF FITNESS
CHAIM SABEL
COORDINATOR, ABA PROGRAM
KREINDY MYERS, MSED, SAS
POLICY COUNCIL LIAISON
ESTHER KNOLL
SENIOR CLINICAL DIRECTOR, ABA SERVICES
DEVORAH ACKERMAN, MSED, BCBA, LBA

will help to maintain and strengthen the

Tzivi is hyper with this album!! She
remembers all names!!
Brany loved to make the butterfly arts
and crafts and she is amazed by the book
The book with the mirror faces is so
so enjoyed... We look at it almost every
day... Chaya Sury remembers all faces
and says the names... Its precious!

connection between the children and
the teacher, and make the transition
back into the classroom easier.
The spring themed mailing is all about
planting grass and flowers and will

Expectant Moms Program

connect with the holiday of Shavuos.
In addition, we have a telephone dial-in
conference, for the children to listen to

The Expectant Moms Program (EMP)
is continuing its services to promote
healthy outcomes for the expectant
mother and her baby as best as we can.

Storytime; Music and Movement; and
other familiar classroom activities.
The staff met in the office to prepare the
YELED V’YALDA EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER
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We are in contact with our mothers
frequently, encouraging them to eat
nutritiously, practice their stress reduction
exercises, keep moving and active, and find
ways to be positive. Moms are encouraged
to be in contact with their health providers
regularly.
Our

Prenatal

Specialist

is

giving

individual classes on the phone / SKYPE
so that moms and dads will be prepared
and ready.
EMP has been sending home mailings
on relevant and up to date topics for
moms and fathers as well as packets

talking to your baby” lead by our EMP
staff with a fantastic turnout.
Unfortunately, many of our activities
are suspended until it is safe to get
together. Some of these are the EMP
Sunday program, the library, and the
gym and pool facilities. We are always
looking forward to enrolling new
moms who are in their early months of
pregnancy. All can call Chaya Kagan at
718.514.8659 to register. We are awaiting
your call.

Special Education

We have had 7 babies born since the
Covaid 19 lockdown and all were visited
via phone or SKYPE (when available) to
ensure that baby and Mom and Dad are
adjusting well. We are referring moms
for help if they are experiencing nursing
difficulties and checking up on their stress
and anxiety levels due to the newborn
and to the present Carona situation.
Our Mental Health Consultant has been
reaching out to our moms too. This
past week we had a call in workshop for
all our postpartum moms discussing
“Stress at Home and what we can do
about it” and also “ the importance of

have adapted to this new mode of
therapy

and

both

providers

and

parents are reporting they are seeing

on nutrition, fetal development, breast
feeding, and child birth.

Many of YvY students and providers

YVY proudly introduced a new YVY
teletherapy resources website- an
amazing tool of tremendous help to
YvY providers.

successes in ways they did not expect.

Special Education, Early Intervention,
ABA Insurance Services, and Title I
Services both Therapy and Educational
service programs are in full swing via
teletherapy!

are more confident to express their

The Department Of Education offered
an iPad to each student receiving
DOE services as a loaner. This enables
parents to connect their children to the
therapy services offered by Yeled. The
device is brand new, fully loaded with
all educational apps and programs.

Students who typically were highly
distracted are more focused. The
students who were shy to respond
thoughts from the comfort of their
home. Parents are more aware of their
child’s progress and pleased to be in
close proximity of their child’s efforts
and successes.
Yes, there are challenges as with
anything that is new. As such YvY has
stepped up by adding features to our
regular YVY support team. Additional
tech support was secured for both
providers and parents as needed.

YELED V’YALDA EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER
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The clinical team has added many
specialty programs to make teletherapy
most successful. Science, art, music and
tech specialists are among those making
therapy sessions more engaging. The
stimulating lineup includes:

• D

aily
science
experimenting
sessions Provided by Mr. Meir Licht
- fascinating science classes topics
featured: Spy, Magnets, Ice Cream
and Ices, Exothermic Reaction,
Friction, Bubbles, Static, Power of Air
Electricity, Rockets-Thrust, Hot and
Cold, Balancing, Illusions, Colors
and more
• M
 orning Circle Time and Songs in
Yiddish, by Suri Malik
• S
tories and Read Aloud in Yiddish,
by Suri Malik and Yehudis Eichenholz
• P
re-recorded Phone Sessions and
Pre-recorded Video Sessions
• A
rt and crafts projects in Yiddish
and English by Frimy Friedman and
Rochelle Grossman
• A
 rt lessons for ages 6+, in Yiddish by
Kreindi Itzkowitz
• S

tory
timein
Racheli
Berkowitz
Friedman

English,
by
and
Bluma

• A
 rt and science classes-in English, by
Raizy Tessler
Yeled V’Yalda continues to provide our
parents with the tools they need as we
navigate the COVID-19 crisis.
Dr. Dovid Fox, of Project Chai’s Crisis
Intervention Department, presented

delivered a presentation that was
prepared by Gitty Rosenfeld. The
message was chock full of advice and
tips for parents on how to best handle
the time spent together with their
children. Some of the ideas included
prioritizing, self-care for parents and
how to talk to children calmly and
effectively. Advice for scheduling the
day was offered as well.

a teleconference “Finding Direction
and Support during These Times of
Challenge”. Dr. Fox shared that it is
reasonable for parents to have fears and
concerns. However, children require a
sense of calm and the understanding
that the family will persevere. Parents
should be good role models and
demonstrate composure. In addition,
parents should listen to their children
and validate their concerns. Dr. Fox
stressed the RSS model: Routine,
Schedule and Structure. Children
should be responsible to do chores and
to cover school work. When possible,
mothers should try to have private
time with each child, even if it is just
for a few minutes. Ultimately, when a
mother presents with a calm demeanor,
the atmosphere of the home will be
pleasant too.
Another informative teleconference
hosted by Yeled V’Yalda to support
families, featured Dr. Jeffrey Teitelbaum,
the Director of Ezra Medical Center.
Dr.
Teitelbaum
described
the
coronavirus and its symptoms to
parents. He shared the extreme
importance of the measures we must
take to protect ourselves and our
families. Dr. Teitelbaum emphasized
the need for social distancing and
hand washing. He discussed strategies
designed to minimize the spread of
disease and how to enhance bonding
time with loved ones.
An important message from our
esteemed Yeled clinical supervisors was
shared with parents. Layah Davidowitz

YELED V’YALDA EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER
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Mina Sputz, Director of Disabilities
Services, shared Yeled’s priority to
help meet the childrens’ needs. Mina
described the effort Yeled is investing
in bringing therapeutic services to all
children across YvY programs.
If you would like to listen to any of
these important presentations, please
call 641-715-3800, enter code 479535#
and follow the prompts. If you would
like the handout of parent tips prepared
by Gitty Rosenfeld, please email
ask@yeled.org.
A Free Confidential Crisis Support
is being provided to Yeled v’Yalda
Parents with Behavior Consultant,
Deena Markovits, our clinical behavior
consultant. If any parent wishes to
set up a consultation session, please
email dmarkovits@yeled.org or leave a
voicemail at 718-686-3740.

Title I
Title I is excitedly preparing for the
Extended Year summer program.
Eligible students currently in the
program
can
receive
Learning
Enrichment Kits filled with fun,
innovative STEAM activities designed
to support academic skills. Additional

eligible students can register for
the Extended Year program in their
school and receive kits in conjunction
with Title I teacher facilitated, virtual
instruction. For more information,
feel free to contact Eti Moskovits
at emoskovits@yeled.org or Dvoiry
Loriner at dloriner@yeled.org.

ABA Insurance
The ABA Insurance department is
operating at full capacity making the
necessary arrangements for all our
clients to continue at the maximum
amount of services possible! Under the
careful guidance of Devorah Ackerman,
Ita Koenigsburg and their team of LBAs
/Supervisors, the Boro Park 1257 ABA
center has 10 social groups running
through Microsoft Teams video calls
or telephonically or as a combination
of both. The activities in these groups
promote the educational, social and
behavioral goals the children have
been working on all year, as well as
new goals to facilitate remote learning.
It is a reunion of sorts as our staff
collaborate and our children see/hear
one another again. Teletherapy is
happening! Whether clients are being
serviced face to face or remotely, they

are receiving their most needed ABA
therapy without interruption.

WIC
Yeled V’Yalda WIC Farragut Road may
be closed temporarily, but Yeled V’Yalda
WIC Boro Park is open and remotely
servicing all participants, including our
Farragut Road participants,during all YVY
WIC site hours of operation (including
Sundays, late Monday evenings and early
Thursday mornings).
Participants that have to submit
required documents can fax them
to 718-686-2196 or email them in to
nstolzenberg@yeled.org.
Questions
can be directed to our main number
at 718-686-3799 or to Nechama
Stolzenberg at 718-686-2124.
Yeled V’Yalda WIC is a board member
of the Metro NYC WIC Association, and
has been involved in weekly conference
calls to help get – and offer – ideas,
feedback, and resources for staff and
participants during these trying times.

Fitness Center
COVID-19 has deeply impacted the
lives of everyone across the globe in

various ways including all of us in the
fitness community.
As soon as we heard of the virus dangers,
we followed CDC health guidelines
to increase our sanitizing protocols.
Our facility remained open until,
unfortunately, we were mandated by the
city to shut our doors.
We are disappointed for our devoted
members, many YvY parents and
employees among them, whose
fitness routines were cut short. We
also sympathize that as active people,
it’s tough not to have access to your
pool and exercise facility at this time.
But we also know this: we are doing
this for the greater good.
Better times are ahead IY”H, and
we look forward to reopening as
soon as we are allowed to. In the
meantime, we encourage you to
stay healthy and keep your social
distance with activities that are safe
and solo during this period.
YvY Fitness Instructors invited parents
and staff to join virtual exercise classes
from home for a nominal fee. And
invitations to join YvY Head Start
sponsored Yoga sessions via Zoom with
Shavy Grossberg and via teleconference
with Lisa Sack were sent out to all.

FROM THE DESK OF
Wayne Goldberg & Naomi Auerbach, Head Start Directors
Dear Head Start and Early Head Start families,
We hope that you are all well and able to deal with this difficult situation which is keeping you mostly cooped up at home,
with the constant fear of possibly contracting the Covid-19 virus. And, with assisting your children with remote learning.
Please remember to eat as healthy as you can. Getting some exercise is also important, and going for a walk every day,
obviously not in groups or among crowds, is a good place to start.
There is nice inspirational that we would like to share with you. King Solomon, the story goes, asked his wise men (in
the ancient world, they emphasized wisdom; people today emphasize knowledge) to make him a magic ring. This ring
would lift up his spirit if he got depressed and bring him back to earth if he got too euphoric. The wise men returned
with a ring on which the Hebrew words ‘ גם זו יעבורThis too shall pass’ were inscribed. Keep in mind that this awful period
will pass. The human psyche is programmed to think that whatever is happening now – happy or sad – will go on
indefinitely. Nothing does! Enjoy the happy times when they’re here and look forward to this awful time ending soon.
We are so looking forward to seeing all the children and teachers back in their beautiful classrooms and centers as soon
as it is allowed.

Wayne & Naomi

YELED V’YALDA EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER
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Professional Development
Professional Development Trainings organized by Yeled VYalda continue to promote personal and professional growth for the YvY
employees and therapists. Due to the current pandemic, many lectures and trainings took place via teleconferencing and webinars.

Retrieval – hands on training;
What It Feels like When You Get
Stuck with Words

Stages of Social-Emotional
Development and the Practical
Strategies of Implementing Them
by Gitty Rosenfeld

Anti-harrassment training for
all YvY staff

A Case Study on Executive Function
by Ms. Raitman

Leadership: Make it Work by
Mina Sputz, Program Director of
Disabilities Services

Microsoft Office Excel intermediate
trainings by Mr. T. Pachtinger

Differentiated Instruction
by Dr. Naphtali Hoff, Psy D

Is it Sensory or is it Behavior?
by Dana Ledereich, MS OT/L

Microsoft Office Excel beginner
trainings by Mrs. Chaya Yitty Fruchter

It Makes Sense to Take Action
by Rikki Dembitzer, Touro College

Strategies to Teach Social-Emotional
Learning to Parents at Home
by Elizabeth Sautter

Child Development Associate
Credential training for Assistant
Teachers by Rivky Bornstein

How to Assess Current Skill Level and
Performance and To Create Overarching
Goals and Curriculum by Devorah
Ackerman, ABA Clinical Director

Comprehensive Kriah Training Cohorts
- Teleconference series providing a
thorough breakdown of teaching Kriah
skills to students with reading difficulties.

Practical Interventions that Target Skills
Related to Theory of Mind by Devorah
Ackerman, ABA Clinical Director

Developing Inferential Thinking
Skills in Individuals with ASD
by Devorah Himy, MA, CCC-SLP

The Power of You Series:
Exploring Pediatric Physical Therapy
by Shani Lehrer, PT

A guide to Teletherapy and
How to Keep Students Engaged
by Sara Tobi, MS Ed

Beyond ABA: Components of Quality
Therapy Sessions – How To Ensure Success
by Devorah Ackerman, ABA Clinical Director

Keystone Cybersecurity Awareness
Training for all YvY staff,
Presenter Mordy Fried,

Wednesday, May 20, 2020, 9 PM - 10 PM
A Guide to Teletherapy and How to Keep Students Engaged
Presenter: Sara Tobi, MS Ed

Tuesday 5.19.20
7:15 PM
Registration Required
$50 Fee/$60 Non-YvY*

IT MAKES SENSE TO TAKE ACTION
RICKI DEMBITZER MS, OTR/L
Hosted by: Yeled v’Yalda/Touro College

Touro College School of Health Sciences is recognized by the New York State Education Department’s State Board for Occupational Therapy
and Physical Therapy as an approved provider of OT and PT continuing education
.3 CEUs Approved by NYSED Board for OT & PTs

Course Description:

This course is designed to address some of the main underlying components of Self-regulation, focus and attention. It is geared
towards pediatric therapists in trying to improve children’s ability to reach their therapy goals with improved self-regulation
protocols and sensory treatment ideas and techniques as well as some of the primitive reflexes that affect regulation of the nervous
system. Background theory will be provided as well as an explanation of the sensory systems involved and calming techniques to
decrease sympathetic nervous system response. Specific activities that utilize readily available objects in the home will be presented
to improve telehealth therapy sessions. Therapists will walk away with hands on techniques and treatment ideas to implement
immediately. Useful tips and recommendations to make telehealth sessions successful and productive as well as engaging will also
be a main focus of this course.

Course Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify key factors to improve telehealth success
Name the three biggest power senses that affect focus and attention span
Learn 3-5 ways to teach a child to self- regulate or co-regulate with parent
List 3 primitive reflexes and how they affect attention span and regulation as well as integrating activities
Walk away with tools & activities to implement through direct or telehealth therapy to use with your clients immediately
Name 3 ways to activate the parasympathetic response to calm down when feeling overwhelmed
Fee is for all YvY employees with active cases. Fee waived if registered by Friday, May 16th. Fee of $30 will be charged after May 16th.
A Mandatory refundable reservation fee of $50 is needed to secure your spot.*

For registration or more information: pd@yeled.org or 718.686.2360
*Fee will be refunded upon your admission.

YELED V’YALDA EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER
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STOP THE SPREAD OF GERMS
Help prevent the spread of respiratory diseases like COVID-19.
Avoid close contact with people who are sick.

Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue,
then throw the tissue
in the trash.

Clean and disinfect frequently
touched objects and surfaces.

Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth.

Stay home when you are sick,
except to get medical care.

Wash your hands often with soap
and water for at least 20 seconds.

For more information: www.cdc.gov/COVID19
CS314915-A
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POSITIVE PARENTING
By: Yocheved Jacobsohn, LMHC

During these confusingPOSITIVE
times, many parents
may be struggling with their children
PARENTING
showing challenging behaviors.
It is important
to recognize
By: Yocheved
Jacobsohn,
LMHC that we are all in crisis
By:Service
Yocheved
Jacobsohn,
LMHC
Social
Coordinator
Project
Reach
mode right now, even your
children.
Below
are some
strategies
you can use when
parenting your children to create a more positive environment for your family.
During these confusing times, many parents may be struggling with their children
showingKeep
challenging
behaviors. It isRealistic
important- to
recognize
in crisis
Your Expectations
It is
importantthat
forwe
youare
to all
know
and
mode right
now, even
your
children.
Below
some strategies
you
can use
when
understand
your
child’s
abilities
and are
limitations.
When you
expect
too much
parenting
children
create
a more
environment
your family.
or your
too little
from to
your
child,
it can positive
lead to difficulties
andfor
frustrations
for both
of you.
Keep Your Expectations Realistic - It is important for you to know and
understand
yourYour
child’sExpectations
abilities and limitations.
you your
expectchild
too much
Clearly State
- Be sureWhen
to give
clear
or
too little from
your you
child,want
it can
leaddoing.
to difficulties
frustrations
both
instructions
of what
them
Insteadand
of saying,
“It’s for
time
to
of you.up, please clean the toys” instead you can say “Please pick up all the
clean
Magnatiles and the blocks.”
Clearly State Your Expectations - Be sure to give your child clear
instructions
what you want
doing.
Instead- of
saying,need
“It’s to
time
to
Use PositiveofLanguage
whenthem
Giving
Directives
Children
know
clean
please clean
the toys”and
instead
can
sayEmphasize
“Please pick
upcorrect
all the
which up,
behaviors
are allowed
whichyou
are
not.
the
Magnatiles
the blocks.”
behavior byand
asking
your child to do what you are expecting instead of
pointing out what they are doing wrong. For example: Instead of saying:
Use Positive Language when Giving Directives - Children need to know
“Stop screaming”, you can say, “Please use an indoor voice”.
which behaviors are allowed and which are not. Emphasize the correct
behavior
by Child
askingBeing
your child
do what thrive
you are
expectingIfinstead
of
Catch Your
Goodto- Children
on attention.
you don’t
pointing
outthewhat
they are
For they
example:
Instead of
saying:
give them
attention
theydoing
yearnwrong.
for when
are behaving,
they
may
“Stop
screaming”,
you can say,or“Please
anCatch
indooryour
voice”.
have to
resort to misbehaving
“actinguse
bad.”
child being good
and make sure they know how happy you are about their positive behavior.
Catch Your Child Being Good - Children thrive on attention. If you don’t
This will let your child know what you expect of them and will increase the
give them the attention they yearn for when they are behaving, they may
likelihood that they will produce this behavior again and again! This also
have to resort to misbehaving or “acting bad.” Catch your child being good
gives them the best form of attention. For example: You can say, "Wow! You
and make sure they know how happy you are about their positive behavior.
put your clothing in the laundry on your own!" or "I noticed how gentle you're
This will let your child know what you expect of them and will increase the
being with your baby brother".
likelihood that they will produce this behavior again and again! This also
gives
best form- of
attention.
canasay,
"Wow!
You
Take them
Care the
of Yourself
There
is no For
wayexample:
that you You
can be
positive
parent
put
your
clothing
in the
laundry
on youras
own!"
"I noticed
you're
if you
aren’t
taking
care
of yourself
well!orMake
surehow
yougentle
are eating,
being
withand
your
babyabrother".
drinking,
taking
break (or even multiple breaks) throughout the day as
well as getting a decent amount of sleep.
Take Care of Yourself - There is no way that you can be a positive parent
if you aren’t taking care of yourself as well! Make sure you are eating,
drinking, and taking a break (or even multiple breaks) throughout the day as
well as getting a decent amount of sleep.
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Attention All YVY Head Start and Early Head Start Parents!
Remember to register with your site Family Worker for a free pass to the YVY Fitness Center.

Just prior to the pandemic, the Administration
for
Children
and
Families
conducted
an
intensive
five-day
monitoring
review via teleconference and email of the
YvY Head Start and Early Head Start programs.
The review was to assess YvY’s performance
and compliance with the requirements of the
Head Start Program Performance Standards.
Areas that were reviewed included Program
Design and Management, Child Development
Program
Services
(including
alignment
with School Readiness and Home-based
programs), Health & Safety Practices, Family &
Community Engagement services and ERSEA
(Eligibility, Recruitment, Selection, Enrollment
and Attendance). Yeled vYalda received very
satisfactory review results from the Office of
Head Start and wishes to thank the Governing
Board, Policy Council, Parents and Staff for their
engagement and untiring efforts in the review
process.

For more information on any of Yeled V’Yalda’s services, please call the following numbers:
Headstart..................................................................................... 718.686.3700 *3

Ezra Medical Center......................................................................718.686.7600

Silver Lake Headstart II

Special Education..................................................................... 718.686.3700 *1

WIC Program................................................................................... 718.686.3799

20 Park Hill Circle..........................................................................718.720.0090

Early Intervention.....................................................................718.686.3700 *2

NYS Health Marketplace.............................................................. 718.686.2189

Title I.................................................................................................. 718.686.2320
Fitness Center............................................................................ 718.686.3700 *7

YELED V’YALDA STATEN ISLAND:

Early Headstart............................................................................718.514.8600 *1

Silver Lake Headstart I

ABA Program.............................................................................. 718.514.8600 *3

10 Gregg Place..................................................................................718.815.4488

Project REACH................................................................................ 718.514.8600

